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§1 Introduction
§1.1 On Hittite “plene writing” and vowel quantity: Now generally accepted that Hittite “plene writing” — viz. the repetition of identical vowel signs in the spelling of vowels or diphthongs (cf. Kimball
1999:55) — indicates vowel length (already Hrozný 1917:xii; cf. Melchert 1994:27).
§1.2 Hittite vowel quantity: Similarly uncontroversial that:
• Vowel length is contrastive in stressed syllables.
• Hittite shows (historical) vowel lengthening and shortening processes such that:
· Some Hittite surface long vowels continue Proto-Indo-European (PIE) stressed long vowels
(or tautosyllabic *VH).
· Other surface long vowels are due to Hittite-internal stress-conditioned lengthening processes.
· Unstressed long vowels were (historically) shortened.
· “Stress” refers to the single surface prosodic prominence — called “ictus” in (e.g.) Kiparsky (2010) and Yates (forthcoming a,b) — while
“accent” refers to (underlying) lexical specification for prominence.

§1.3 Outstanding questions: In view of (especially) the differing treatments of Melchert (1994), Kimball (1999), and Kloekhorst (2008, 2014), still disputed are:
• The conditions under which (certain) short vowels are lengthened.
• The synchronic status of lengthening (and shortening) processes.
⇒ The extent to which plene writing can be used to diagnose word stress, and so inform our understanding of Proto-Indo-European (PIE) prosody (cf. Yates forthcoming a).
§1.4 Toward an analysis of Hittite vowel quantity: Primary aims for today:
(i) (Re)assess the historical development of vowel quantity in Hittite, arguing in particular for the
lengthening of stressed *é in open and closed syllables (contra Kloekhorst 2014). (§2)
(ii) Provide new evidence for stressed mid vowel lengthening and unstressed vowel shortening as synchronic processes in Hittite (§3).
(iii) Evaluate the consequences of synchronic and diachronic vowel developments for the phonemic
inventory of Hittite, and discuss some outstanding problems. (§4)
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§2 On the diachrony of stress and vowel quantity in Hittite
§2.1 Anatolian quantitative developments: Two general developments affecting vowel quantity are
characteristic of the Anatolian languages:
§2.1.1 Unstressed *V̄ shortening: Per Eichner (1973:79, 86 n.15), already in Proto-Anatolian all unstressed vowels were shortened — e.g. PIE *dh é“
gh ōm ‘earth’ > PA *dé“
gom > Hitt. tēkan [té:kan] (cf.
Melchert 1994:76).
§2.1.2 Stressed vowel lengthening: Common to all (2nd mill.) Anatolian languages — post-PA, and
likely by areal difffusion — is the lengthening of stressed inherited short vowels: all V̆´ show (historical)
lengthening in open syllables, and in closed syllables, a language-specific set of non-high V̆´ .
· Open syllable lengthening may be viewed as a natural consequence of the cross-linguistic preference for stressed syllables to be heavy,
which in OT terms has been encoded as the S TRESS - TO -W EIGHT P RINCIPLE (SWP) (Riad 1992; cf. Prince and Smolensky’s (1993/2004)
P K -P ROM). More generally, see Smith (2005:34–67) on the tendency for stressed syllables to undergo phonological augmentation (incl.
stressed vowel lengthening).

§2.2 *V́C. lengthening: Until recently, it was standardly held that in closed syllables only *é, *ó lengthen
in Hittite, which contrasts with across-the-board lengthening of all non-high *V́ in Palaic and Luwian —
observe Hitt. [á] from PA *áC. in (1) vs. Hitt. [á:] from PA *óC. in (2):
(1) PA *áC. > Hitt. aC. :
a. PA *anna– ‘mother’ > Hitt. anna– [án:a–]

cf. CLuw. ānni–, Pal. ānna–

?

b. (Post- )PA *–ánti (3 PL.PRS.ACT.) > Hitt. –anzi [–ánts
< i]

cf. Pal. –ānti

c. PA *Hát-o ‘pierces’ (3 S.PRS.MP.) > Hitt. hatta(ri) [Xát:a(ri)] cf. Pal. hāpna– ‘river’ < PIE *h2 ébh -no–

ˇ

ˇ

d. PA *–áH– (FACT) > Hitt. –ahh– [–áX:–]

ˇˇ

(2) PA *óC. > Hitt. āC. :
a. PA *ópi ‘back; again’  Hitt. āppa [á:p:a]

cf. CLuw. āppa, HLuw. a-pi

b. PA *obó-s ‘that’ (C.NOM.S.) > Hitt. apāš [apá:s]

cf. CLuw. apāš

“ ‘match; resemble’ (3S.PRS.ACT.) > Hitt. dākki [tá:k:i]
c. PA dók-ei
· For the Hittite developments, see Melchert (1994:133, 146–7) (cf. Kloekhorst 2008:96–9); and on Palaic and Luwian, Melchert (1994:217–
8, 263–4). Note also that Luwian lengthening does not apply to *é in initial syllables, which instead undergoes Čop’s Law (Čop 1970) to
yield [#áC:]. On (2a), see Melchert (2009:335–6), and on (2c), Melchert (2012:175).

§2.3 Hittite consequences: Under this (traditional) view, stressed vowel lengthening led to merger in
Hittite of the reflexes of all stressed PA short and long vowels in open syllables; and in closed syllables, of
´, and *ā´ as Hitt. [a:] (thus Kloekhorst 2008:89–99).
PA *é, *´
ē, and generally *éi as Hitt. [é:] and of *ó, *ō
§2.4 A new theory: While maintaining certain aspects of this analysis, Kloekhorst (2014) has challenged it in several respects, including rejecting the historical lengthening of *é in closed syllable — thus
PIE/PA *éC. should yield only eC. ([eC.]), and so never be spelled plene.
· The outcome of *eC would thereby contrast with that of *´
ē, tautosyllabic *éh1 and (unconditioned) *éi, which yield [é:], spelled plene.

§2.4.1 An exceptional class: One major locus of apparent counter-examples to this prediction is the
(representative) set of forms in (3), which are “consistently” spelled <e-eC> at all stages of Hittite:
(3)

PIE *h1 és-ti ‘is’
PIE *h1 ép-ti ‘takes’
PIE *h1 ésh2 -r ‘blood’

˚

>
>
>

PA *(h1 )és-ti
PA *(h1 )ép-ti
PA *(h1 )ésH-r

˚

>
>
>

Hitt. ēšzi
Hitt. ēpzi
Hitt. ēšhar

ˇ

<e-eš-zi>
<e-ep-zi>
<e-eš-har>

ˇ
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§2.4.2 The glottal stop hypothesis: In order to explain (3), Kloekhorst (2014) maintains that in wordinitial <e-eC>, the first vowel sign represents a (phonemic) glottal stop [P] — the direct reflex of PIE *hx
— which would be regularly written at all periods of Hittite.
· This view is advocated in more detail in Kloekhorst (2004, 2006, 2008:75–6). In Kloekhorst (2014), the Hittite-internal diachronic stability of glottal stop spellings is held to contrast with plene spelling representing vowel length, which decreases in later periods of the
language, putatively due to the shortening of OH (half-)long vowels in a wide range of environments.

§2.4.3 Achieving adequacy? The glottal stop hypothesis has been much critiqued, (in part) for its limited explanatory power and potential circularity (see esp. Weeden 2011:62; cf. Melchert 2010b); to this
may be added certain cases in which it makes empirically false predictions — e.g. (4), where initial plene
would be expected:
(4)

a. PIE *h1 esh2 -ó– > Hitt. išhā– ‘master’

(e.g.)

<iš-ha-a-aš> [NOM]

( x <i-iš-ha-a-aš>)

b. PIE *h1 eh1 -s-´ > Hitt. išš-´ ‘mouth’ [OBL]

(e.g.)

<iš-ši-i> [LOC]

( x <i-iš-ši-i>)

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

· In isolated ēšhaš (KUB 41.8 iii 21) with late NH lowering of /i/, I assume that plene writing indicates — if anything — diachronic reversion of stressˇto the default leftmost pattern with consequent stressed vowel lengthening (cf. Yates forthcoming a). For the etymology
of (4a), see Ribezzo (1920) (cf. Nussbaum 2014:244–5), and for (4b), Melchert (2010d) (though Kloekhorst’s (2008:166–7) etymology
should yield the same initial spelling under his assumptions).

§2.4.4 Exceptions and “explanations”: Moreover, the numerous disparate hypotheses advanced by
Kloekhorst (2014) to account for other apparent counter-examples — e.g. (5) — are (at least collectively)
implausible:
(5)

a. šēšzi ‘sleeps’ (KBo 19.128 vi 29)
kēnzu ‘lap’ (KBo 19.31 ii 17)

⇒

scribal error

b. mērtu ‘let disappear’ (KUB 41.23 ii 5)
s(a)mēzzi ‘withdraws’ (HKM 5, 14)

⇒

“emphatic lengthening” of imperatives

c. huēkta ‘slaughtered’ (KUB 36.104 obv. 16)
ˇkuēnzi ‘kills’ (KBo 6.2 i 3)

⇒

plene not indicative of vowel length
after labialized obstruents or [w]

(2014:68, 72)

(2014:94–5)

(2014:155–61)

· For similar skepticism, see Kimball (forthcoming). Note that s(a)mēzzi in (5b) is not even imperative (although in a modal context).

§2.5 Assessing hypotheses: In view of these issues, the Kloekhorst’s (2014) objections to the traditional view (cf. §2.3) cannot be upheld — the Hittite outcome of *é in closed syllables is [é:], thus optionally spelled plene.
· I further assume (pace Kloekhorst 2014) that vowel quantity is on the whole stable within the attested history of Hittite, although individual words may show stress shifts that in turn drive changes in vowel quantity. Thus except where otherwise motivated, decreasing
plene writing in late texts does not reflect diachronic vowel shortening(s), but simply change in the use of an orthographic practice
that was, even at the earliest attested stage of the language, fundamentally optional (cf. Kimball forthcoming).

§2.6 Diachrony of vowel quantity: Thus the (stress-dependent) historical vowel developments in (6)
are secure for Hittite:
(6)

• Unstressed PA *V̄ > Hitt. [V]
´ > Hitt. [V́:.]
• PA *V̆.

´, *ā´, *ó > Hitt. [á:]
• PA *ō
• PA *´
ē,*éi, *é > Hitt. [é:]

vs.

PA *áC. > Hitt. [áC.]
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§3 Toward a synchronic analysis of Hittite vowel quantity
§3.1 Synchronic questions: What are the consequences of the historical developments in (6) for the
synchronic phonological system of Hittite?
§3.2 Open syllable lengthening: Inherited short vowels remain underlyingly short (/V/), and are lengthened in stressed open syllables (cf. Melchert 1994:138); the synchronic status of this process is strongly
suggested by the absence of light stressed syllables in lexical words, as well as lengthening of /i/ when
stressed under interrogative intonation, e.g. (7):
(7)

a. hartenı̄ [Xarténı́:] ‘do you hold. . . ?’

(KBo 22.1:31)

ˇ

b. memahhı̄ [mémaX:ı́:] ‘should I say. . . ?’

(KBo 18.22 obv. 6)

ˇˇ

ē, and *éi per (6) — is most plausibly analyzed as
§3.3 Mid-vowel lengthening: Hitt. [é:] — from *é, *´
the surface realization of a single phoneme /e/, derived by the same process of M ID -V OWEL L ENGTHEN ING (MVL) that gave rise to the historical merger of these distinct PA phonemes (Melchert 1994:107–8,
133; cf. Kloekhorst 2008:96–7). Further evidence for its synchronic operation comes from:
§3.3.1 Synchronic regularity: The continued operation of MVL explains historically unexpected (i.e.
non-lautgesetzlich) forms like (8) — traditionally ascribed to analogy (cf. Melchert 1994:135) — as the
direct result of the application of productive Hittite morphophonological processes:
w
(8) Hitt. /kw en – ts
<i/ → kuēnzi [k é:nts
<i] ‘kills’

wh
(x kuanzi [kw ánts
<i] < PIE *g én-ti)

· Derivation from /e/ rather than /e:/ is likely the natural result of the language acquisition process and L EXICON O PTIMIZATION (e.g.
Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004:225–31), which prefers more harmonic underlying forms. The selection of /e/ would fall out from the
ranking *M ID -V̆´ À *N O -L ONG -V À D EP-[ LONG ], which may be assumed to follow from the cross-linguistically marked status of long
vowels (Rosenthall 1994).

§3.3.2 Symmetrical developments: MVL also comes to apply to Hitt. “new” /o/, which yields Hitt. [ó:]
in open and closed syllables even when its source is an inherited short vowel (PA *[ú
fl ]), e.g. (9):
(9)

“
“ *[Xúske
a. PA *Húskesi
fl si] > Hitt. hūškesi [Xó:sk:esi] ‘you wait’

(KBo 5.13 iii 17–8)

b. Pre-Hitt. *Hūpa– *[Xú
fl pa–] > Hitt. hūppa– [Xó:p:a–] ‘pile, heap’

(KUB 27.29 iii 7–8)

ˇ

ˇ

· The major sources of Hitt. “new” /o/ are the PA diphthongs *ou, *au, and possibly *eu, as well as PA *[u
fl ], the lowered allophone of
*/u/ conditioned by adjacent “laryngeals” (*[X] , *[K]); see Rieken (2005) and Kloekhorst (2008:35–60), as well as Melchert (2010c) with
Anatolian comparanda. Hitt. /o/ likely became phonemic only after the loss of “laryngeals” (in some environments) and its merger
with (certain) reflexes of the above diphthongs. Its emergence as a phoneme accords with the cross-linguistic preference for maximally
disperse vowel inventories (Lindblom 1986), as it fills the vowel space left unoccupied after the merger of PA */o/ and */a/ as Hitt. /a/.
· On (9a), see in detail Yates (forthcoming a). (9b) is a result noun to Hitt. huwapp– ‘hurl, throw’ (Melchert 2007), presumably a recent
ˇ *ó-grade, derivation from which is formally impossible).
creation of (pre-)Hittite, since it shows stressed zero-grade of the root (not

§3.4 The consequences of merger: In words containing Hitt. [á:C.] from PIE/PA *óC., the historical
lengthening rule has become synchronically opaque — i.e. surface [á:C.] cannot be synchronically derived by lengthening, since there are clear examples of [á] in this environment, e.g. (10) (cf. (1) above):
(10)

a. Hitt. walhzi [wálXts
<i] ‘strikes’ ← /walX – ts
<i/

ˇ

b. Hitt. anda [ánta] ‘in(to)’ ← /anta/

 PIE *wélh3 -ti
< PIE *h1 éndo

§3.5 Opacity and restructuring: Simplest to assume that the (qualitative) merger of PIE/PA *o and *a
drove restructuring — in words historically derived from PIE/PA *óC., Hitt. [á:] is now derived from /a:/.
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§3.6 Accounting for alternations: In Hittite [á:]/[a] alternating paradigms — primarily hi-verbs with
ˇ
productive late PA *ó/∅ ablaut (cf. Melchert 2013) — vowel length in the strong stem cannot be derived;
rather, there must be a process shortening unstressed /a:/ in the weak stem:
(11)

a. Hitt. /ta: – i/ → dāi [tá:i] ‘takes’

(e.g. KBo 6.2 i 8)

b. Hitt. /ta: – t:éni/ → dattēni [tat:é:ni] ‘you take’
(12)

(e.g. KUB 36.106 Vs. 8)

a. Hitt. /ka:nk: – i/ → kānki [ká:nk:i] ‘hangs’

(KBo 17.2 i 7)

b. Hitt. /ka:nk: – ánts
<i/ → kankanzi [kank:ánts
<i] ‘hang’
(13)

(e.g. KBo 17.74 ii 27)

a. Hitt. /a:r – X:i/ → ārhi [á:rX:i] ‘I arrive’

(e.g. KUB 31.130 rev. 6)

ˇ

b. Hitt. /a:r – ánts
<i/ → aranzi [aránts
<i] ‘they arrive’

(e.g. HKM 26 Ro 14)

· The need for a synchronic shortening rule was identified already by Melchert (1994:108), but this important observation has been
subsequently overlooked.

§3.7 Non-paradigmatic alternations: The same pattern can be observed inter-paradigmatically for
certain derivational suffixes — e.g. (14a) vs. (14b) — and across (15) derivationally related forms, both of
which point to synchronic shortening of /a:/:
(14)

a. /la:k – á:nt – ∅/ → lagān [laká:n] ‘inclined’ (PTCP.C.NOM.S.)

(KBo 12.96 iv 14)

b. /á:r: – á:nt – s/ → ārranza [á:r:ants
<] ‘washed’ (PTCP.C.NOM.S.)
(15) /ma:n/ → mān [má:n] ‘if’ (CONJ)

(KBo 21.57 iii 8)

cf. man [man] (CL- PTC.IRR.)

· The differing stress patterns in (14) reflect a contrast between inherently accented and unaccented roots (cf. Yates 2015). In view of
Melchert’s (2013:142–3) defense of Jasanoff’s (2003; 2013) reconstruction of *ó/é ablaut in the hi-conjugation (and his own reconstruction of *ó/ó in the shallow prehistory of *h2 e-aorists), it is hardly surprising that a few hi-verb ˇforming roots are lexically accented, and
ˇ
so preserve fixed root stress as an archaism.

§3.8 High vowel shortening: Underlying long high vowels likely show the same shortening in unstressed syllables, although few (if any) secure cases — some possible examples in (16):
(16)

a.
b.

kūzza [kú:ts
<] ‘wall’ (C.NOM.S.)

vs.

huı̄šzi [Xw ı́:sts
<i] ‘lives’ (3S.PRS.ACT.)

ˇ

kuttaš [kut:ás] (C.GEN.S.)
vs.

: /ku:t:–/

huišnūt [Xw isnú:t] ‘save!’ (2 S.IMPV.ACT.)

ˇ

: /Xw i:s–/

· Kloekhorst (2014:497) assumes (secondary) fixed root accent for (16a) on the basis of locative kutti (KBo 17.11+ Ro i 44; OH/OS) with
non-plene spelling of its final vowel; this scenario is possible, but since plene is optional (cf. §2.5), there is no compelling reason to
assume the noun did not remain mobile. In (16b), synchronically [ı́:] can only reflect phonemic /ı́:/, since /í/ does not lengthen in
closed syllables; it is thus necessary to assume lexicalization of vowel length after the regular raising of *e (or /e/) between a labial
consonant and coronal stop (cf. Melchert 1994:101), at which point the surface long vowel could no longer be derived.
· Another paradigm in which [ı́:] / [ı́] alternations might be historically expected is kiš– ‘happen’, which would develop via contraction
and raising from *éi in the strong stem vs. *i in the weak. Yet kiš– shows plene [ı́:] only in open syllables, thus suggesting underlying /i/
(cf. Melchert 1994:145–6), which may reflect overgeneralization of L EXICON O PTIMIZATION (cf. §3.3).

§3.9 A general shortening process? Taken together, (11–15) and (16) suggest a more general process
shortening all unstressed long vowels — thus from an OT perspective (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004),
the (high-ranking) markedness constraint in (17):
(17) *U NSTRESSED-V̄ : An unstressed long vowel is not permitted in the output.
§3.10 Advantages of the analysis: This constraint-based approach has (at least) two advantages:
(i) (17) may be viewed as direct inheritance from PA, where it similarly drove shortening of unstressed
long vowels (cf. §2.1.1).
(ii) (17) would explain why — with few exceptions (cf. §3.11 below) — each prosodic word contains
just one surface long vowel.
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§3.11 Where generality fails: Some words show multiple vowels spelled plene, which appears to indicate the presence of more than one long vowel, although only one can bear primary stress, e.g. (18–19):
(18)

a. <i-da-a-la-u-e-eš-zi> ‘becomes evil’ (3 S.PRS.ACT.)
b. <mu-u-ga-a-mi> ‘I entreat’ (1 S.PRS.ACT.)

(19)

(: idālu– ‘evil’)

(KBo 6.4 iv 2)

(: mūga–* ‘goad’)

(KUB 9.27 obv. 5)

a. <uk-tu-u-ri-i-e-eš> ‘eternal’ (C.NOM.PL.)

(KBo 4.1 obv. 15)

b. <a-aš-ša-u-e-es> ‘good’ (C.NOM.PL.)

(KBo 18.66 obv. 12)

· On the etymology and derivation of (18b), see Melchert (2010a).

§3.12 Toward a principled explanation: Multiple plene spelling is generally confined to the two loci
above — (18) denominal/deadjectival derivation and (19) the nominative plural suffix –eš.
§3.13 Nom.pl. –ēš : The nominative plural suffix often surfaces with plene even when stress is likely to
fall in a preceding syllable, which may thus also be spelled plene.
§3.13.1 Whence plene? Plene typically explained as a long vowel arising after PA *V̄ shortening from
contraction of *i-stem *–éy-es (cf. Lat. –ēs), with analogical spread to other nominal classes.
· For this analysis, see Kimball (1999:365) with refs.; it has been critiqued by (e.g.) Neu (1979), but for a possible scenario, see Melchert
(1984:121–2).

§3.13.2 Analytic alternatives: Two potential analyses for the problematic suffix:
(i) Restrict vowel shortening such that /e:/ — or else just the nominative plural suffix /–e:s/ — fail to
undergo it.
(ii) With Kloekhorst (2014:158–9), reject that apparent plene spelling in the suffix (usually) indicates
vowel length.
· Both analyses have non-trivial issues. A major drawback of (i) is that it entails accepting the existence of a phoneme /e:/, for which
there is little or no independent evidence. As for (ii), Kloekhorst (2014) raises significant doubts about whether plene marks vowel
length when –eš is suffixed to vowel- or glide-final stem, where it may instead indicate [–C(i)yes] or [–Cwes]. Since evidence for plene
writing of the suffix in non-oxytone, consonant-final stems is extremely limited, his rejection of a long vowel in most examples may be
justified; however, his claim in its strong form — viz. that plene writing of /e/ never marks vowel length in <◦ a-e-eC(-)>, <◦ i-e-eC(-)>
and <◦ u-e-eC(-)> — seems very unlikely (cf. Kimball forthcoming).

§3.14 Denominal derivation: Frequent multiple plene spellings appear to preserve the vocalism of
their base noun/adjective, which has led to analogical explanations (e.g. Kimball 1999:62–3).
§3.14.1 “Synchronic analogy”: Since vowel shortening (esp. of /a:/) is evidently productive (cf. §3.6–
3.7), it is necessary to adopt a synchronic model of analogy — thus here O UTPUT-O UTPUT (OO-) C ORRESPONDENCE (e.g Benua 1997), which requires faithfulness to a corresponding base (noun/adjective).
§3.14.2 Predictions of the model: When highly-ranked, OO-C ORRESPONDENCE correctly predicts that
(18) denominal derivatives will “inherit” the long vowel of their free-standing base, but that roots and
suffixes — e.g. (11–14) above — lacking such bases will regularly undergo unstressed vowel shortening.
This contrast is illustrated in (20) vs. (21):
(20) /idá:l – aw – és: – ts
< i]
<i/ → idālawēšzi [ida:lawé:s:ts

B ASE : idāluš [idá:lus]

I DENT-OO[ LONG ]
(21)

a. Hitt. /ka:nk: – ánts
<i/ → kankanzi [kank:ánts
<i] ‘hang’

B ASE : –

(⇒ Shortening)

b. Hitt. /á:r: – á:nt – s/ → ārranza [á:r:ants
<] ‘washed’

B ASE : –

(⇒ Shortening)

· Crucially, I DENT-OO[ LONG ] must dominate (17) *U NSTRESSED-V̄.
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§3.15 Prosodic headedness: To correctly generate (20) with stress on the fientive suffix –ēšš– [–é:s:–],
(provisionally) assume that derivational suffixes which (i) can select complex stems and (ii) are classchanging (e.g. A, N → V) receive stress as a consequence of being morphological heads (⇒ prosodic
heads; cf. Revithiadou 1999).
· This additional assumption is necessary because suffixal stress violates the general Hittite (and PIE) preference for leftmost lexical
accent (Yates 2015), which Kiparsky and Halle (1977) have reconstructed in the form of the B ASIC A CCENTUATION P RINCIPLE (BAP).
· For a recent demonstration of the importance of morphological headedness in the lexical accent systems of Ancient Greek and Vedic
Sanskrit, see Sandell (2015); a similar effect is achieved by Kiparsky (2010, forthcoming) by positing accentually DOMINANT morphemes.

§4 (Preliminary) conclusions & outstanding questions
§4.1 A synchronic grammar: An adequate account of the distributional regularities of Hittite vowel
quantity requires positing synchronic lengthening and shortening processes, in particular:
(i) Lengthening of all vowels in open syllables, and of /e, o/ in closed syllables.
(ii) Shortening of long vowels in unstressed syllables.
§4.2 Plene writing and Hittite prosody: The result of these processes is a close relationship between
word stress and plene writing — plene observed in one or more attestations of a given word form can be
(cautiously) used to diagnose stress, controlling for the problematic cases discussed in §3.13–3.14.
§4.3 Other quantitative processes: Vowel shortening is just one aspect of synchronic “ablaut” in Hittite, which also shows clear evidence for stress-conditioned (22a–22b) deletion and (22c) weakening of
/a(:), e/; yet establishing these in the synchronic grammar — and more problematically, determining
the morphophonological restrictions on its operation — will necessitate further investigation.
(22)

w
a. Hitt. /kw en – ánts
<i/ → kunanzi [k nánts
<i] ‘they kill’ (3PL.PRS.ACT)

(e.g. StBoT 25 13 i 12, 14)

b. Hitt. /ta(:)i – ánts
<i/ → tiyanzi [tiyánts
<i] ‘they place’ (3PL.PRS.ACT)

(e.g. StBoT 25 25 i 38´)

c. Hitt. /ses – ánts
<i/ → šašanzi [sasánts
<i] ‘they sleep’ (3PL.PRS.ACT)

(e.g. KUB 42.78 ii 17)

§4.4 On the vowel inventory: (Preliminary) analysis of Hittite vowel quantity thus points to the inventory of vowel phonemes in (23):
(23)

/i/, /i:/

/u/, /u:/
/e/, [e:]

/o/, [o:]
/a/, /a:/

· Under this analysis, [a] is not only the (shortened) allophone of /a:/, but also the (reduced) allophone of /e/ when it is subject to further stress-conditioned reduction in pretonic syllables, but is blocked from undergoing reduction to [∅] by high-ranking phonotactic
constraints (cf. Yates 2014). Both /a(:)/ and /e/ would also alternate with [∅] under these conditions. For discussion of vowel systems
in which /a/ functions as a reduced vowel, see Crosswhite (2001:25–33).

§4.5 Implications for PIE prosody: Per §3.15, Hittite matches Vedic Sanskrit and Greek in that stress
patterns cannot be determined by directionality (i.e. preference for left-edge lexical accent) alone, but is
necessarily sensitive to morphological structure — most likely, prosodic headedness.
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